200x50mm CAPPING TIMBER - FIXED TO RAILS WITH 10mm GALVANISED ROD SET BELOW FINISHED SURFACE LEVEL OF CAP AT 450mm CENTRES. ARRS LEADING EDGE 15mm.

ADJACENT SURFACE TREATMENT AS SPECIFIED.

ADJACENT SURFACE TREATMENT AS SPECIFIED.

ADJACENT SURFACE TREATMENT AS SPECIFIED.

200x75x2400mm TIMBER RAILS FIXED TO 100x100mm POSTS WITH 2 No. M12 GALVANISED CUPHEAD BOLTS. ENSURE UNIFORM FIXING PATTERN.

100mm SUBSOIL AG. DRAIN WRAPPED IN "BLOW FILTER" SOCK OR APPROVED SIMILAR IN 20-30mm RECYCLED CONCRETE DRAINAGE AGGREGATE. TRENCH 250mm WIDE, GRAVEL TRENCH TO BE SURROUNDED IN BC TYPE 2 GEOTEXTILE. CONNECT TO STORMWATER OR SAMAGE TRENCH WITH APPROVED FIXTURES. TEST IN PRESENCE OF SITE SUPERINTENDENT PRIOR TO BACKFILLING.

2 No. 100x100mm POSTS BUTTED TOGETHER AT 2400mm SPAN JOINS.

350x350x600mm N25 CONCRETE FOOTING, MINIMUM 125mm CONCRETE SURROUNDING THE POST.

50mm DEPTH OF 15-25mm NDM. RECYCLED CONCRETE DRAINAGE AGGREGATE.

COMPACTED SUBGRADE – BCC CRYSPER 5300 "QUARRY PRODUCTS" CLASS 1 OR EQUIVALENT APPROVED FREE DRAINING NON-PLASTIC MATERIAL COMPACTED TO 95% MODIFIED MAXIMUM DRY DENSITY TO AS 1289.5.4.1.

GENERAL NOTES & SPECIFICATIONS

- Ensure retaining walls are located in accordance with detailed landscape plan and parks chapter of infrastructure design planning scheme policy.
- Ensure retaining walls are cleaned of concrete slurry or spray when installed to prevent staining or damage to applied finishes.
- Australian standards shall be in accordance with the current edition of the referenced Australian standards except where vary by specifications and/or drawings.
- All dimensions in millimetres (U.N.O.).

CONCRETE WORK NOTES

- All workmanship and material shall be in accordance with AS 3600.
- At a minimum all concrete to be grade N25. Concrete shall be normal class concrete unless directed otherwise. N25 shall mean normal class concrete with a 28 day characteristic strength of 25MPa. Concrete mix design shall be submitted to the site superintendent for approval five (5) days prior to ordering.
- All cement to be type GP or GB to AS 3972 unless specified otherwise.
- Normal aggregate size to be 20mm, slump to be not greater than 80mm.
- The bottoms of all footings are to be cleaned of all loose material and water prior to placing concrete.

TIMBER WORK NOTES

- Timber should be sourced from legal and sustainable sources. Timbers are considered acceptable where there is a high degree of certainty that they are from forests, either native or plantation, that are legally harvested and sustainably managed. The contractor is to submit evidence that the timber has been obtained from a legal and sustainable source.
- All timber to be acq pressure treated or tanalith e (copper azol) to AS 1608 treated rough sawn appearance grade hardwood of one species.
- All exposed edges to receive min. 6mm wide aris.
- Prior to installation, all cuts, edges, joints to receive liberal coatings with an approved timber preservative.
- All timber in contact with ground to be preservative treated hazard class H5 to as 1604 and have a durability class 1 or 2 as 5604.
- All timber to be free of knots, splinters, cracks or any major defect.
- Timber preservatives – where no finish specified, all timber to receive 3 no. coats of clear approved timber preservative such as copper naphthenate oil (for above ground use) and copper naphthenate emulsion (for below ground use).
- Colour selection where applicable in accordance with standard corporate colour palette. Coat entire bollard prior to placing.
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